MIT's radio station, WMBR (88.1 FM) finished its annual telethon to raise money to support the station.

**WMBR Raises $37K To Support Programs**

For many announcers, the most attractive aspect of the non-commercial station is the artistic freedom they are given. In most commercial FM stations programming and music are selected by managers, and the announcer has very little input in these matters. Conversely, WMBR announcers are almost completely unrestricted in their subject matter.

"I can play anything I want in any combination, and I can say what I want about the music," said Margy Dowzer, who hosts a free-form variety show called Wake Up Call. Musical selections include jazz, acoustic, world music, pagan, and gospel.

Since the station is completely based on the support of volunteers, anyone interested is encouraged to get involved. Members have shown a particular interest in the opinions of the students, and are open to programming ideas.

**Two-year Analyst Program**

All Undergraduates are Welcome  
No Major Prerequisites